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"L'ancien hôtel", a countryside gîte for up to 36
guests in Hombourg
Rue De La Station 56
Hombourg - 4852
Phone number (main contact): +32 474 17 34 53
http://www.lagarehombourg.be/
Gare d’Hombourg
The former Hôtel de la gare d'Hombourg is a spacious, luxurious countryside gîte. This
peaceful, comfortable and modern lodging can host up to 36 guests.

Infrastructures
13 bedrooms en suite
Relaxation, entertainment, fun... inside and outside the hotel
A peaceful place, away from traffic
L'ancien hôtel de la Gare d'Hombourg is set in the former railway station of Hombourg.
The building, fully renovates and refurbished, kept its extraordinary atmosphere and will
prove ideal for family or friends reunions and celebrations.
The gîte, with its 13 bedrooms (with either double or single beds), can host up to 36
guests.
There also are 2 cots and highchairs.

At your service
Are available on site: a sauna, a bar, a games room, table football, a screening room
(with 10 seats), WIFI, TV and a large, fully equipped kitchen.

Outdoors: relax on the terrace, play pétanque... Children can have fun on the swings.
The BBQ is set under a carport - perfect if it rains,
The gîte has 2 large private parkings and a bike shed.

Events and off the beaten paths ideas at the Gare
d'Hombourg
Near the gîte, you will find a room for private or professional events (weddings,
banquets up to 85 guests, launches, parties for up to 250 persons) ... Put on a show for
your celebration with this 50s inspired decor.
You can also choose an original lodging and sleep on the original banquettes of a
1940s train wagon or enjoy your meal in a 1930s mail car.

Activities and leisure near the gîte
There are many (walking, cycling) trails to enjoy in this area, near the three borders,
going through hills, fields and woods.
Liège, Maastricht and Aix-la-Chapelle also are within reach.

The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.
We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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